Abstract

The report presents the thirteen gui points reported by Sun Si Miao and his therapeutic method for the cure of the animic pathology and the following severe mental illness. In addition to mental disease indicated by Sun Si Miao, the Authors extend the pathological consequences of the soul pathology in other several diseases, between these, the cancer. Starting from Sun Si Miao and Korean Seven Dragons the report proposes a new method of treatment for the support to chemotherapy in cancer patients. The aim and the purpose of this treatment is the reduction of the tumor mass and not only treating the side effects of chemotherapy such as fatigue, nausea and vomiting. Therefore the report on the base of the teachings of Sun Si Miao analyzes the usual antinausea and antivomit protocols used in the hospitals. Then the Authors propose their away of cure, still based on the teachings of Sun Si Miao and directed also to reduce and eliminate the cancer mass, togheter with chemotherapy and complementary to it. At least the report reserve a special attention to the auto cure of the patient, through various autoterapies, between which the ancient qigong exercise, the Flaying Dragon.
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